Tolerance is defined as the ability or willingness to allow others who possess characteristics that we do not like to be present, to be around, and in our lives, without necessarily feeling happy or pleased, just because they are present. Tolerance does not mean acquiescing to something that we do not voluntarily accept. Tolerance means accepting and living side-by-side with others who do not think, feel, or act like we do.

When we have self-respect, that core confidence of what we are as people, we will be at ease when we have to tolerate censure, or acquiesce to something we do not really want or need to do. What we are really understanding is that there is no escape from the matrix, from the inside, to the outside. There is no escape from the matrix, from the inside, to the outside. There is no escape from the matrix, from the inside, to the outside.

Religious-minded people have often felt that God is love, and that when our own actions are loving, happiness follows and self-respect stays strong. It is true that a divine law of benevolence is at work. When we follow that line of thought and our actions, the universe subtly supports us, bringing lasting success. When we go against that line, our con- science pains us, and we become better aligned with God. As others, I might have other faults. When I focus on correcting my faults, I am not giving, without depleting my resources, to others. I become better able to access the universal love and our happiness follows.

Religious-minded people have often felt that God is love, and that when our own actions are loving, happiness follows and self-respect stays strong. It is true that a divine law of benevolence is at work. When we follow that line of thought and our actions, the universe subtly supports us, bringing lasting success. When we go against that line, our conscience pains us, and we become better aligned with God. As others, I might have other faults. When I focus on correcting my faults, I am not giving, without depleting my resources, to others. I become better able to access the universal love and our happiness follows.
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